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Introduction:
After a spectacular January rally, a brutal 10% correction, a 60% retracement and a subsequent retracement
of the retracement, US equities are back to where they were five months ago. Investors may be tempted
to paraphrase Shakespeare and treat market gyrations as “a tale full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.”
However, this would be to dismiss the return of volatility which has been the key market feature since
the last week of January. This has certainly impacted negatively on investor confidence and eliminated the
greed factor prevalent at the turn of the year. However, it is equally clear that fear has not yet returned to
any meaningful extent and that a tentative rebuilding of confidence can be established now that the first
quarter is finally behind us.

Market Outlook:
Over the long term (since 1962), the FTSE All-Share has returned 7.2% per annum and that does not include
the average 3.8% dividend yield earned on top.Therefore, ‘strategically’, it pays to be in the market. Also, considering
inflation averaged 6.2% over the same period, it is vital that an investor invests in equities in order to preserve the
purchasing power of their money. However, markets can be subject to swings in the interim and investors should be
mindful of these with a view to protecting their capital and thus maintain a ‘tactical’ view.
Our allocation to the stock market remains at overweight. Global markets have retreated largely
on the basis of fears of tariff wars, a data breach from stock market darling Facebook leading to weakness
in tech majors and rising interest rates in both the US and UK - plenty enough to keep the bears excited
and long-term investors on tenterhooks.
None of the above issues, however, seem strong enough to undo a bull market. None rise to the magnitude
of the multi-trillion-dollar housing bubble and subprime fiasco of 2007-2008 or the internet implosion that
doomed the record 1990s bull market.
Indeed, the economic background remains largely supportive of equities. Following the US ‘Tax Cut & Jobs
Act’, market strategists across Wall Street increased their earnings growth estimates to up to 20% for
2018. If achieved, this would revalue the market to far more favourable valuation levels. Fuelled by tax cuts,
corporations are expected to return more value to shareholders in the form of higher dividends, whilst
increased capital spending will also drive the all-important US economy forward and upwards. Interest rate
rises are telegraphed to be moderate and manageable and are now largely priced into valuations.
In the coming weeks and months, the realities of global trade and “play-to-the-base” politics are set to
collide.We expect some level of tariffs followed by some level of international retaliation. However, we also
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Market Outlook (cont):
feel that the tariff tantrum is unlikely to develop into a full blown trade war as the US and China depend
so much on each other that sanity should prevail.
A feature of the UK stock market in recent weeks has been the outperformance of last year’s unloved
sectors. Tobaccos, utilities and pharmaceuticals have all risen whilst the general market retreated. At last,
the severe undervaluation of these sectors is being recognised by the market. Imperial Brands, for example,
saw its yield almost equal its P/E last month, indicating a clear buy signal. This is but one example of the
inherent value now available in UK equities and reason enough to maintain our overweight allocation.

Recommended Investment:
ISAs
Picking the right investments is paramount but if you don’t hold them tax efficiently they won’t deliver as
much. One of the most efficient tax wrappers is pensions, however these do not allow you to access your
money until at least age 55.
A far more flexible tax wrapper, available to UK residents, is the individual savings account (ISA), as you can
access investments held within this at whatever age you like. Investments held within an ISA do not incur
capital gains tax (CGT) when sold, and no further tax is payable on any income or interest they yield. This
means investments within an ISA can grow more than if held outside. At present the yearly amount you can
put into an ISA is far less than what you can put into pensions. And you do not get tax relief on investments
you put into an ISA - unlike with a pension.
But there is no tax to pay as you take out your money which makes ISAs great for drawing an income in
retirement, and there is no restriction on when or how much money can be withdrawn. It is not a pension
product but can be a useful complement to a pension for retirement income, particularly when it is
desirable to draw down capital at a faster rate than may be prudent in a pension. It is also a great place to
build up a sum to pay for a house deposit, wedding costs, education fees or all sorts of other savings goals.
Cash and a broad range of investments can be held in two different types of ISAs:
Cash ISA (typically offered by banks)
A cash deposit that is similar to any other ordinary savings account, apart from the tax-free status.
Stocks and Shares ISA (typically offered by stockbrokers)
The money is invested in ‘qualifying investments’, which include:
1) Cash
2) UCITS authorised funds like unit trusts and ETFs as well as investment trusts
3) Shares listed on one of the many recognised stock exchanges, including AIM
4) Fixed interest securities such as treasuries, corporate bonds, debentures and Eurobonds
5) Depository interests such as CDIs or ADRs, provided there is an underlying listing on a recognised
stock exchange
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Recommended Investment (cont):
Subscription Limits
The ISA Allowance for the 2018/2019 tax year (6th April to 5th April) is £20,000. Confirmation of the
current subscription limit can be found on the HM Revenue & Custom’s website https://www.gov.uk/
individual-savings-accounts.
Bed & ISA
Investors keen to shelter capital gains from tax can do so by selling investments and reinvesting the gains
in tax wrappers in advance of the tax year end.
The old so-called ‘Bed & Breakfast’ loophole, whereby individuals could sell investments at the end of one
tax year and immediately re-buy them at the start of the next in order to reduce CGT or avoid paying it
altogether, was closed in 1998. Now you can no longer reduce CGT by selling and buying the same holding
within 30 days. However, a ‘Bed & Isa’ strategy allows investors to sell investments in their usual equity
account and then immediately re-buy them in their ISA (note that caution is needed as you need to ensure
you avoid paying CGT). Because the transaction is carried out within a tax wrapper, the ‘Bed & Breakfast’
30-day rule does not apply, and it also means investors can fund their ISAs without the need to find new
cash. GAM can do this via an ‘agency cross’ whereby we sell and buy back simultaneously at a very small
cost with a market maker on the stock exchange.
How to Apply
Contact GAM on +350 200 75181 to receive your ISA application form.
Recommendations
UK investors have an annual CGT allowance of £11,700 (which rises annually more or less in line with
inflation). Higher-rate taxpayers are charged 20% on any gains above this. For income, the taxes are even
more punitive.The level of dividends individuals can receive tax-free is just £2,000. Above that level, higherrate taxpayer’s dividends are taxed at 32.5%. Therefore, it is important for investors to take advantage of
their ISA allowance and particularly buy income-producing investments, even if their portfolio isn’t yielding
£2,000 right now.
Some of our favourite income-producing investments include:
Equities
GlaxoSmithKline			
5.8% yield. 11% potential upside to average broker price target
Imperial Brands			
7.7% yield. 40% potential upside to average broker price target
Pennon				
6.4% yield. 22% potential upside to average broker price target
Alternatives
Carador Income Fund			
Kier Group				
SQN Asset Finance Income Fund

9.5% yield. Low-beta fund with a market-beating yield
7.4% yield. 60% potential upside to average broker price target
8.0% yield. Low beta fund with a market beating yield

Fixed Interest
Wasps 6.5% 13/05/22			
City Merchants High Yield		
Lend Invest 5.375% 06/10/2023

6.2% GRY
Conventional fixed income investment trust yielding 5.6%
5.3% GRY
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Tweet of the Month:
“The Foreign & Colonial Investment Trust has just celebrated its 150th anniversary, proving that investment trusts
are still as relevant today as they were in 1868”
The 19th of March 2018 marked the 150th anniversary of the launch of the world’s first investment company, the Foreign & Colonial Investment Trust. Investment companies have now been helping investors
achieve their financial goals for 150 years. Their pioneering spirit has enabled investors to access growth
opportunities in new markets and sectors around the world and has delivered strong and reliable dividends for income seekers. The fact that 23 investment companies have track records going back over 100
years shows how the sector has stood the test of time.
The Association of Investment Companies held a media roundtable on the anniversary day and collated
the views of the five oldest investment trusts - Foreign & Colonial Investment Trust (est. 1868), Scottish American Investment Company (1873) Dunedin Income Growth Investment Trust (1879), JPMorgan
American Investment Trust (1881) and Mercantile Investment Trust (1884). The managers discussed how
their companies had continually adapted to meet investors’ needs and still remain relevant today.
Foreign & Colonial Investment Trust (FRCL.L)
Fund Manager Paul Niven said “The Trust was established 150 years ago with the purpose of bringing the advantages of a pooled approach to investing to the person of ‘moderate means’ and its objective is as true today as it
was on the first day it was founded. The key to the Trust’s success, having paid a dividend to shareholders in every
year of its history and having increased dividends for 47 consecutive years, is that it has never stood still. It has
continued to successfully evolve to ensure it remains relevant for investors of today.”
2.7% Discount to NAV

Yield=1.7%

TER=0.53%

5-Year Performance = +99%

Scottish American Investment Company (SCAM.L)
Co-Fund Manager James Dow said “Investment companies like Scottish American have remained relevant for
150 years by remaining true to sound investment principles. In Scottish American’s case, our long-standing focus has
been to invest in growing companies with robust cash flows which are overseen by boards with a strong commitment to paying dividends.This tried and tested approach has underpinned the Trust’s long record of inflation-beating
income growth for its shareholders.We expect this to continue long into the future.”
3.6% Premium to NAV

Yield=3.1%

TER=0.80%

5-Year Performance = +82%

Dunedin Income Growth Investment Trust (DIG.L)
Lead Fund Manager Ben Ritchie said “Dunedin started life under Robert Fleming in the 1870’s investing in North
American railroad bonds. Today, close to a hundred and fifty years later, it invests predominantly in UK equities.
Our ambition remains to provide a compelling combination of capital and income growth to our investors using the
natural advantages of the investment trust structure. Dunedin is increasingly well positioned to meet the challenge
of providing a relatively high and growing dividend in a world where yield is scarce.”
10.7% Discount to NAV

Yield=5.1%

TER=0.65%

5-Year Performance = +23%
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Tweet of the Month: (cont)
JPMorgan American Investment Trust (JAM.L)
Portfolio Manager Garrett Fish said “JPMorgan American Investment Trust was one of the original Emerging
Markets investment vehicles when it launched in 1881, investing in three of the railroads that were being built to
service the new growth economy that was the United States. Over time, the Company’s name and investment objectives have changed to reflect the changing opportunities that investors face.The US is now home to some of the
world’s biggest companies and most recognisable brands, with a stock market that provides access to the growth
of the world’s largest economy and the chance to benefit from the strength of corporate America. It’s an exciting
growth story.”
3.5% Discount to NAV

Yield=1.46% TER=0.55%

5-Year Performance = +93%

The Mercantile Investment Trust (MRC.L)
Portfolio Manager Guy Anderson said “Mercantile was founded the same year Greenwich was chosen as the
world’s prime meridian, in 1884, when there was a wave of passion for science and innovation. This was reflected
in the trust’s early investments which included railways, steam navigation and telegraph communications.While the
focus of Mercantile’s investments has evolved over time, such that today it constitutes UK listed mid and small-cap
companies, this passion for investing in innovation and growth remains.This is evidenced by today’s portfolio which
includes many companies using advances in technology to both drive and profit from structural changes in their
markets.”
10.2% Discount to NAV

Yield=2.55% TER=0.50%

5-Year Performance = +92%
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Trader’s Corner:
Quarterly Sector Strategy
The following
quarters:
Quarter
1st		
2nd		
3rd		
4th		

sectors have been found to be the strongest/weakest in the FTSE 350 over the year’s four
Strongest Sector		
Chemicals			
Personal Goods		
Banks				
Chemicals			

Weakest Sector
Oil & Gas Producers
Construction & Materials
Oil & Gas Producers
Industrial Transportation

This suggests a strategy which cycles a portfolio through the four strong sectors throughout the year Chemicals from 1st January to 31st March, Personal Goods from 1st April to 30th June, Banks from 1st
July to 30th September and Chemicals from 1st October to 31st December. Over the last 10 years, this
strategy would have grown a £1,000 portfolio into £13,300, compared with a buy and hold in the FTSE
All-Share of £1,669. Investors looking to trade this strategy could look to buy shares in Unilever plc in the second
quarter (4001p, 19.7x P/E, 3.3% yield, 10.5% potential upside to average broker price target). More sophisticated
traders may look to use a CFD to gain leveraged upside to the sector as well as create their own hedge fund by
shorting the weakest sector whilst going long the strongest sector via CFDs.
Seasonal Tendency
In an average month, the market historically gets off to a good start - the first trading day of April is the
second strongest first trading day of all months in the year. The market then tends to be fairly flat in the
middle two weeks before rising strongly in the final week. Going long the market via a CFD before the final
week of the month would be the best way to capture this move.
Seasonality of GBP/USD
On 15th August 1971, President Nixon announced that the US was ending the convertibility of the US
dollar to gold and this led to the end of the Bretton Woods system and fixed-rate currencies, such as
sterling, became free-floating. Since then, April has statistically been a strong month for GBP/USD, rising on
average 1%. Going long GBP/USD via a CFD would be best to capture this move.
Option of the Month
Sell Unilever plc July 3600 puts at 40p
Core defensive stock yielding 3.3% and with 10.5% potential upside to the average broker price target.
Click here to view our guide to the Traded Options Market.
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Quote of the Month:
“Uncertainty is seen to retard investment independently of considerations of risk or expected return” - Ben Bernanke
Markets hate uncertainty. It makes businessmen and investors reluctant to make major long-term decisions.
This then impacts on the general economic environment and can dampen growth and activity. However it
pays to look through the short term volatility and focus on the long term fundamentals of companies, the
vast majority of which have successfully navigated umpteen periods of market and economic uncertainty.

Economics:
UK inflation continues to gently decline from the spike caused by the fall in sterling post the Brexit vote.
The latest figures show the CPI rising at 2.7%, down from 3% and at the lowest level for seven months.The
rate is expected to continue to edge downwards especially as the economic outlook remains subdued.The
severe winter weather experienced in the early part of last month is expected to further dampen growth
expectations for the first quarter. As a result, the MPC could well postpone any further increase in interest
rates until the second half of the year though many commentators are still forecasting a 0.25% rise in May.
The Eurozone economy continues to show resilience. After the strongest growth in a decade last year, the
major economies are poised to continue the positive momentum this year. In terms of domestic factors,
rising wages coupled with record employment are driving consumer spending. Meanwhile, investment is
rising, boosted by strong corporate profitability and buoyant confidence. Inflation is well under control
and monetary policy is still accommodating with no increase in interest rates envisaged in the near term.
As widely anticipated, interest rates were raised by 0.25% at the FOMC meeting last month. New Fed
Chairman Jerome Powell was marginally more hawkish than expected though the jury is still out as to
whether two or three more rate rises can be expected through the remainder of the year. Powell is
optimistic on the outlook for the economy and inflation fears that surfaced earlier in the year have now
largely subsided.With a weaker than expected nonfarm payroll number of 103,000 reported for March, the
Fed may adopt a wait-and-see attitude over the coming months before sanctioning a further rise in rates.

Investment Calendar:
2nd April		
6th April		
10th April		
20th April		
25th April		
26th April		

Easter Monday (LSE closed)
US Nonfarm Payroll Report
Full Moon (markets tend to reach a low point around this time)
Options Expiry Date
New Moon (markets tend to reach a high point around this time)
ECB Meeting
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Seasonality: “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme” - Mark Twain
The January Barometer
Historically, the returns in January have signalled the returns for the rest of the year. If they are positive, the
returns for the whole year tend to be positive and vice versa. First mentioned by Yale Hirsch in the Stock
Trader’s Almanac in 1972, a variant has it that returns for the whole year can be predicted by the direction
of the market in just the first 5 days of the year. Judging by the first 5 days, 2018 is likely to be a positive year
for the stock markets.
April
The variation in performance that exists between the 12 months of the year is statistically significant. For
example, December is the FTSE 100’s best performing month since 1984, rising 2.5% on average, 86% of
the time. Historically April has been the second strongest month of the year for equities with an average return of
2.1%, rising 74% of the time.
Second Quarter
The FTSE 100 has risen 20 of the 34 years between 1984 and 2017, posting an average gain of 1.0%.
November - April
Delaying re-entering the market from St. Ledgers Day to Halloween has yielded statistically significant
outperformance with the FTSE All-Share rising an average 13.4% from Halloween to May Day since 1965.
There is a 1-in-2,000 chance of this arising by chance in random data. One explanation for this is that as
the nights draw in during winter, we become anxious and depressed, which means share prices fall and
expected returns rise. This then leads to a decent winter rise.
Second-Year U.S. Presidential Cycle
The stock market tends to bottom out during the second year of each new presidential term and then
recover strongly in the final two years. This is due to each Administration ensuring that the economy is
strong by re-election time. Unfortunately, the excessive stoking of the economic fires creates excesses,
including over-priced stocks, leading to poor stock market returns in the first two years of the next term.
Chinese New Year - Year of the Dog
Chinese calendar revolves around a 12 year cycle where each year is associated with an animal (rat, ox,
tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig). Each New Year starts between 21st
January and 21st February, the exact date being dependent upon a variety of complex factors. The best
performing animals since 1950 have been the goat and dog. The worst performing animals have been the
rooster and snake.
This is the year of the dog and in dog years the S&P 500 has had an average return of 16.8% - the best average
return of all the years of the Chinese zodiac.
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Seasonality (cont):
Market’s Decennial Cycle
Since 1801, the strongest years for the FTSE All-Share have been the 2nd, 3rd and 5th years in the decades.
The market has risen 14 out of the 21 decades in these years, with an average return of over 4%. The
weakest has been the 10th being the only year to have a negative average change (-1.2%).
The 8th year had been strong in recent decades until the sharp correction witnessed in 2008. Notwithstanding that,
the year has still been positive in 14 of the 21 decades (67%), rising on average 2.9%.

Technical Analysis:
The FTSE 100 has risen 1.6% since our last commentary, a welcome move from its then depressed state.
The ADX at 29 is indicating that the market is in a strong trend. Unfortunately, with the 200-day moving
average now pointing decidedly downwards, that is not good for investors long of this market. There are
some positives.The RSI has broken above the 50 level and the market resisted staying below the psychologically-important 7,000 level for very long. However, another leg up above 7,400 is required to maintain the
bull market. Otherwise, further downside can be expected through a pattern of lower highs and lower lows.
“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as the skill in chart reading
improves” – John Murphy

Chart Legend:
20 day moving average (signifies the short-term direction of the security. prices tend to gyrate around their 20 day m/a)
50 day moving average (signifies the medium-term direction of the security)
200 day moving average (signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
(an indicator that measures 2 standard deviations away from the 20 day m/a)

Technical Analysis Guide:
RSI (relative strength index) - indicates whether a security is overbought (above 70) or oversold (below
30). Also when the RSI moves above 50 that is considered bullish (or vice versa).
ADX (average directional index) - indicates whether a security is in a trend (above 20) or not in a trend
(below 20). For trending markets moving averages work best when considering lines of support/resistance.
ending markets Bollinger Bands work best (sell at upper band, buy at lower band).
Research Disclaimer

Gibraltar Asset Management is a trading name of Gibraltar Asset Management Limited, is a member firm of the London Stock Exchange
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